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ABSTRACT  
Insights in Fundamental Scratch Behavior of Polymeric Materials. 
(August 2007)  
Ehsan Moghbelli, B.S., Tehran Polytechnic Institute (Amir Kabir University), Iran  
Chair of Advisory Committee:  Dr. Hung-Jue Sue  
 
This work is mainly focused upon the analytical examination of the physical and 
mechanical response of plastics undergoing an induced scratch deformation caused by a 
semi-spherical scratch tip under a linearly increasing normal load. Evaluation of the 
scratch deformations in this study was based upon visual and optical observations and 
upon observations of failure and fracture mechanisms as well as Electron Microscopy 
examinations. In the first section of this study an effort was made to correlate the scratch 
resistance observed in Polypropylene (PP) thin sheets with material properties, such as 
molecular weight and surface crystallinity.  In the second section of this work the scratch 
behavior of epoxy nanocomposites was examined and a conclusion was made based 
upon the effects of the addition of nano-additives with various natures into the epoxy 
matrix.  Furthermore, a region of the scratch path prior to the onset of scratch visibility 
known as the mar region, which was an obscure area of deformation on a microscopic 
scale, was thoroughly investigated for the epoxy systems and various conclusions were 
made based upon those results. 
Finally, based on these findings and previous studies, it was shown that failure 
 iv
and fracture mechanisms of polymeric materials under scratch deformations are 
dependent on the type and physical nature of the material, whereas brittle and ductile 
materials show various behaviors under the specified conditions. Based on the failure 
mechanism which the material exhibits subsequent to the scratch deformation process 
and the physical and mechanical characteristics of the material, several factors were 
shown to effect the materials ability to scratch resistance. 
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION  
 
 
In this chapter, preliminary remarks are made to highlight the significance of scratch 
research and review the development of this area in the past.  Important factors and 
considerations which set the limitations of scratch study are evaluated in detail to give an 
appreciation of the inherent complexity in research.  Finally, an outline is provided to lay 
out research components and the order which they will be evaluated upon in this thesis.  
 
SIGNIFICANCE OF SCRATCH STUDY 
Aesthetics and high quality appearance is a determining attribute which both 
industrial manufacturers and product consumers aspire for various products. While 
obtaining a satisfying finished surface of quality creates a challenge for manufacturers, the 
sustainability of the quality related to the surface throughout its service life has been 
shown to construct of the bigger challenge to overcome.   
For polymeric materials, the major surface quality concerns can be grouped into 
aestheticism (appearance), overall integrity, and long-term durability.  For surface 
aestheticism concerns, little thought is needed to recognize numerous applications which 
will be affected by this aspect such as cellular phones, car stereo panels, dashboards, etc.  
 
____________________ 
This thesis follows the style of Tribology International. 
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For such products surface scratches simply result in loss of attractiveness for the product 
while mainly not affecting the function and use of the equipment.  On the other hand 
applications such as packaging of food and drugs, require surface integrity of the 
packaging materials as a necessity and surface scratches could cause complete 
malfunction in that application and therefore is of significant importance. Scratches 
formed on packaging materials (films, coatings, etc.) can initiate tearing, which may lead 
to the products loss of value and destroy.  However surface durability is the major concern 
for industrial manufacturers of products such as coatings and electronics. Scratch damage 
will result in serious consequences for these products, i.e. exposed surfaces due to coating 
failures may lead to corrosion or damage of the protected substrate, while a scratch on a 
hard disk drive, optical storage device (such as CDs), or memory cards can result in the 
loss of considerable data resources as well as valuable labor required to produce the device. 
Therefore, coatings are desired to remain intact for the service life of the product and 
materials utilized in the electronic industries are required to resist scratch deformations to 
a certain extent.   
The main disadvantage caused by a scratch deformation that has not been 
adequately considered in previous research efforts is the stress concentration effect 
resulting from the formation of the scratch. This stress concentration factor can cause the 
related product to eventually fail in a premature fashion which premature fracture can be 
attributed to this effect. The neglected premature failure can result in catastrophic out 
comings. 
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OVERVIEW OF SCRATCH RESEARCH 
Based on the previous discussions the significance of scratch research for 
industries is completely evident.  However, the concern for surface damage and defects 
in polymeric applications had not been significantly considered until a few decades ago, 
but today the progresses in polymer science and engineering have assisted growth in this 
area. A schematic of this fact can be seen in Figure 1. It can be seen that although the 
number of research publications related to this area were minimal before the 1980s, 
recently the emphasis on scratch study has been shown by the substantial increase in 
scientific studies.  
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Figure 1 Scratch research progress over recent years 
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Due to widespread applications of metals and ceramics in various applications 
prior to the introduction of polymeric materials, these traditional materials and their 
response to scratch deformations have been previously examined.  In the case of 
polymers there are various factors that have limited the thorough evaluation of scratch 
performance and caused slow progress in this area. On one hand polymer scratch is a 
relatively new research area, while the lack of a universally excepted standardized test 
method up until just a few years ago has caused complications. Previously developed 
testing standards for scratches in ASTM [1] and ISO [2-3], are younger than 10 years, 
which are known to be more applicable to ceramics and mar studies, respectively. The 
lack of a standardized scratch testing methodology caused researchers to each develop 
testing equipments and methodologies limited to specific studies, which were the basis 
for scratch evaluation and study by the examiner. An adequate list of scratch equipment 
used by various researchers in the past can be found in a publication by Lim et al. [4]. 
Based on the lack of consistency in testing equipments and conditions, the findings of 
previous studies can be subjective.  
On the other hand, the scratch evaluation parameters and quantification tools has 
also varied from one researcher to another, ranging from the subjective human eyesight 
to more objective tools such as optical scanners. These limitations in scratch testing and 
evaluation adversely lead to a complicated situation for researchers which have either 
been incapable to generate highly repeatable results or unable to verify experimental 
results.  As expected these factors will hinder progresses in scratch studies.  
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In order to gain insights on the fundamentals of scratch resistance of polymers and 
make an effort to correlate the material properties of the polymer to the scratch behavior it 
is necessary to fully explore the material science as well as physics and mechanics aspects 
of the problem as well as any possible interactions of these aspects. Figure 2 is an example 
of a list of inevitable considerations and factors that must be taken into account during 
scratch studies. This itself is an indicator of the level of complexity encountered in an 
effort to perform fundamental studies on scratch resistance of polymers 
 Figure 2 Consideration factors for scratch studies 
 
The complexities of the induced stress field and resulting deformation in a scratch 
process cause the material’s physical and mechanical response to depend on factors such 
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interaction between the indenter (scratch tip) and scratched material (substrate) during a 
scratch process results in friction which itself generates heat. The simplest model that can 
be used to correlate the frictional force (F) and normal load (N) upon the surface is 
Coulomb’s friction model [5]. This model considers a constant coefficient of adhesive 
friction (µa) and is shown below: 
NF a ×= µ  
Figure 3 is an illustration of an indenter as it pushes into the scratch surface due to 
a controlled normal force or displacement, and traverses across the surface. It can be seen 
that after the scratch tip moves along the surface the indenter not only interacts with the 
top of the substrate’s surface, it also comes into contact with the sub-surface and core of 
the substrate with the exposure of underlying materials from scratch damages.  This 
introduces additional complexities to the study as the coefficient of adhesive friction does 
not correctly account for the frictional property of the sub-surface and core of the material. 
It is to be expected that portions of the scratch which have ruptured will demonstrate a 
noticeable increase in surface roughness, resulting in higher frictional forces as well. 
 
 
Figure 3 Schematic of a scratch process 
Step1. Indentation Step3. Spring back Step2. Scratch 
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In terms of material scope, scratch studies should have the ability to analyze 
different behaviors such as non-linear elasticity, viscoelasticity, and etc. and predict 
scratch response based on material properties as well as these factors in a material. As 
scratch deformations may extend beyond the material’s yielding criteria, scratch analysis 
should be able to consider possible plastic deformations. 
The next crucial issue in the evaluation of scratch is to have an adequate 
description of the damage induced on polymers.  It is well-known that polymers, when 
subjected to a stress field and hence deformed, can yield in shear or undergo 
crazing/cracking, depending on the type and extent of deformation. The fact that these two 
failure modes can coexist together, even though there may be a dominant mechanism 
between the two further complicates the damage prediction. During a scratch process, 
induced stress fields on the material can alter drastically from tension to compression as 
the indenter plows across the substrate as shown in previous studies. The treatment of 
material damage becomes more challenging for polymer composites since the composite 
can be layered, e.g., coated system, or particulated, e.g., rubber-modified polymers.  
Depending on the adhesive strength between the matrix and fillers, delamination or 
cavitation may occur locally at the interfaces.  
 In this study polypropylene and epoxy were chosen due to the different types of 
mechanical behavior they demonstrate, as PP usually shows ductile or semi-ductile 
behavior and epoxies normally behave in a brittle or semi-brittle fashion. Therefore these 
materials are adequate in order to further investigate the various fracture and failure 
mechanisms caused by a scratch process and the dependency of the failure on various 
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material properties such as molecular weight, degree of crystallinity, etc. Furthermore, the 
mar region was further investigated and a new insight on the nature of the mar transition 
has also been provided based on recent findings. 
 
THESIS LAYOUT  
As mentioned earlier, two experimental studies were examined separately and 
combined in this thesis. In the study outlined in Chapter II, a set of PP thin sheets of high 
and low molecular weight were quenched and gradually cooled after being annealed.   
Comparisons of the scratch response of the high and low MW sheets as well as quenched 
and gradually cooled samples lead us to some assumptions which based on further 
experimental analysis can be concluded. In Chapter III, a similar scratch evaluation is 
performed on a set of epoxy composites. The systems utilized for the study indicated in 
Chapter III were epoxy (DER-332) nanocomposites containing CSR nanoparticles or 
α–ZrP nanoplatelets as well as the neat system. Based on the scratch damage observed in 
these epoxy nanocomposites and the findings of previous studies including their 
mechanical properties, results of this section were explained. Concluding remarks to 
summarize the findings of this research and recommendations for future related studies 
to be carried out are given in Chapter IV. Finally in the last chapter (Chapter V), citation 
of referred literature in the dissertation is documented.  Derivations and results, that are 
non-essential but complementary to the chapters, are collected in the appendices of the 
thesis.  
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CHAPTER II  
 
EFFECTS OF MOLECULAR WEIGHT AND THERMAL HISTORY 
ON SCRATCH BEHAVIOR OF POLYPROPYLENE THIN SHEETS 
 
 
 The effects of molecular weight (MW) and thermal history on the scratch behavior 
of polypropylene (PP) thin sheets and a model thermoplastic olefin (TPO) have been 
investigated. Scratch parameters, such as the critical load for onset of scratch visibility, 
scratch coefficient of friction, and scratch hardness, were utilized in this evaluation. The 
results suggest that scratch performance is improved when the MW and surface 
crystallinity of PP are high. Correlation between scratch resistance and surface 
morphology of PP is established and discussed.  Approaches for preparation of scratch 
resistant TPOs are also addressed. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Scratch behaviors of metallic and ceramic materials have been widely explored 
since the 1950’s [6,7]. However, fundamental scratch behavior of polymeric materials has 
not been the focus of significant research until about a few years ago [8-15]. Now, owing 
to the widespread uses of plastics in durable goods applications, and especially due to their 
soft surface nature, the scratch behavior of plastics has drawn significant attention in 
recent years. 
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Previously, attempts to systematically quantify the scratch resistance of polymers 
have been problematic due to the lack of a general test standard and appropriate evaluation 
tools. The scratch resistance of a material had previously been defined as the ability of a 
material to withstand abrasion with another body [16,17].  Most recently, Sue et al. have 
developed a new standard test methodology, ASTM D7027-05, for evaluating scratch 
resistance of polymers and coatings [18,19]. The standard methodology consists of a 
linear load increase test and a set of well-defined scratch evaluation parameters, such as 
scratch visibility, depth, width, and hardness. Using this methodology, consistent and 
highly repeatable results have been attained. 
Through the detailed examination of the scratch behavior of plastics, it has been 
shown that the scratch behavior of plastics depends on various parameters [11], such as 
scratch loads and speeds [20-22], coefficients of friction [8,20-22], geometry and number 
of scratch tips [8,20-22], and types and amounts of fillers and additives incorporated 
[23-25].  In addition, material properties will also definitely have an impact on the scratch 
behavior of plastics. In our previous studies, rudimentary investigations and discussions 
have been made on how elastic modulus, yield stress, tensile strength, coefficients of 
friction, and viscoelastic recovery affect scratch behavior of polymers [8,13,25].  More 
careful and systematic experimental studies are still needed. 
Another set of parameters that has a significant effect on material properties, and 
therefore must be considered, are processing and molding conditions. In injection molding 
and extrusion of semi-crystalline polymers, the melt cooling rate and mold temperature 
will definitely play an important role in determining the physical and mechanical 
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properties of the molded article. Generally, plastics are poor heat conductors, which 
contributes to the formation of a so-called skin-core morphology during molding, where a 
gradient of molecular orientation, density, and crystallinity develops from the skin toward 
the core of the molded part. The thickness of the skin depends strongly on the mold 
temperature, cooling rate, and the use of nucleation agent [26,27]. 
Many approaches are known to be effective in controlling the skin-core 
morphology as examined elsewhere [28]. For example, a higher overall cooling rate and a 
higher molecular weight (MW) will result in an increase of skin thickness. The skin and 
the core are expected to have different physical and mechanical properties [28]. Thereby, 
variation in skin-core morphology is expected to strongly affect scratch behavior of 
polymers.  
Polypropylene (PP) is one of the most utilized commodity plastics today because 
of its good combination of properties and low cost. However, some disadvantages may 
limit its use, namely, its poor low-temperature impact strength, surface crazing upon 
repeated flexing, scratch resistance, etc. [28]. Furthermore, as the mechanical properties 
of PP are known to be greatly influenced by the processing conditions [28,29], especially 
in the case of injection molded pieces [30-32] or after heat treatments such as annealing 
[33,34], it is an ideal material to investigate the influence of processing, which, in turn, 
causes surface morphology variations, on scratch performance of plastics.   
In this study, the effects of skin-core morphology differences on scratch behavior 
are explored for two model PP systems having two different molecular weights (MW). 
Various scratch parameters for evaluation will be examined and discussed.  The above 
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findings will also be correlated with the scratch behavior of a thermoplastic olefin (TPO) 
system where different injection molding mold temperatures were also varied.  The 
usefulness of varying MW and mold temperatures to prepare scratch resistant PP will be 
discussed. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Materials 
Specimens of injection molded PP with two different MWs were obtained from the 
Dow Chemical Company. The MW, tacticity, and melt flow rate of the systems are listed 
in Table 1.  
 
Table 1 Material specifications for as-received PP systems. 
 
Four systems were examined: high MW gradually cooled (HA), high MW 
quenched (HQ), low MW gradually cooled (LA), and low MW quenched (LQ). The 
dimensions for all of the samples were 124mm x 124mm x 1mm. 
System MW(g/mol) MFR Tacticity Thickness 
HA  
HQ 
416,000 1.5 98.5% 1mm 
LA 
LQ 
305,000 4.5 98.5% 1mm 
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 In addition, a model TPO system containing 78 wt% 
PP/ethylene-propylene-rubber (PP/EPR), 20 wt% talc filler and 2 wt% carbon black 
pigment were obtained from Advanced Composites.  The TPO was injection-molded into 
80 mm by 160 mm by 3 mm plaques where the temperature of the mold wall was held at 
26.7 °C (80°F), 37.7 °C (100°F) and 48.9 °C (120°F). 
 
Heat Treatment 
Annealing was carried out at 140°C for 30 min on PP systems followed by gradual 
cooling or quenching. The procedure took place in a Napco E5851 vacuum oven. The 
gradually cooled samples were cooled at a rate of 0.5°C/min to room temperature. The 
quenched samples were immediately cooled down to 0°C by directly immersing the 
specimens into an ice bath. 
 
Scratch Testing 
A recently developed standardized test method, ASTM D7027-05, was used for 
the scratch testing of the samples. A constant scratch speed of 100 mm/s with a load range 
of 1-50 N was used for a scratch length of 100mm for the PP; whereas the load range for 
the TPO systems was only 1-30N to enhance resolution for observing the critical loads for 
scratch visibility. The tests were performed at room temperature using a stainless steel 
spherical shaped scratch tip with 1 mm in diameter. The scratch directions for the testing 
were all oriented in the direction of the melt flow to prevent variation in scratch damage 
due to possible orientation effects. A minimum of 5 tests were performed per sample. 
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Scratch Damage Quantification 
After the scratch tests were performed, the samples were scanned using an Epson 
4870 perfection scanner at 3,200 dpi under the 8-bit grayscale mode. The scanned images 
showing the scratch on each sample were evaluated using an image-J program grayscale 
threshold function. This function enhances the contrast between the scratch damaged 
region and the undamaged region leading to a simple quantitative determination of the 
location for the onset of scratch visibility. After measuring the distance of this onset point 
(x) from the initial point, the critical load for scratch visibility can be calculated by a 
simple interpolation of the two end loads: 
iieC FFFL
xF +−= )(                              (1) 
where FC, Fi, Fe, and L are the critical load, initial load, end load, and scratch length, 
respectively. 
 
Scratch Coefficient of Friction  
The scratch coefficient of friction (SCOF) is defined as the ratio of the tangential 
force to the normal force at each loading point. The scratch testing instrument utilized in 
this study is capable of in-situ determining the actual normal and tangential force at each 
point of the scratch which results in SCOF: 
x
z
F
FSCOF =     (2) 
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Scratch Hardness 
 Scratch Hardness is defined as the normal load of the indenter over the projected 
load bearing area. It is normally taken to be equivalent to the indentation mean pressure 
exerted on the material during scratch [13]. Thus, scratch hardness, HS, can be expressed 
as: 
2
4
d
WH s π=    (3) 
where W and d are the normal load and the residual scratch width, respectively. The 
scanned images were processed by a contrast inversion followed by the adjust/equalize 
function of Adobe Photoshop to show a higher contrast between the scratched and the 
non-scratched region. On each scratched sample, 9 points were selected at 10, 20, 30,…, 
90 mm from the starting point of the scratch. The pixel to pixel distance of the two sides of 
the scratch were measured and converted into the scratch width considering the scanning 
resolution (3,200 dpi). The load at that point can be calculated simply by using the 
previous equation for critical loads with values of x=10, 20, ..., 90. 
 
Optical Microscopy Observation of Scratch Damage 
In order to determine the differences in the skin-core morphology of the different 
PP systems, cross-sections of the scratch were examined. All cross-sections were taken at 
the location of the scratch which had a normal load equivalent to F=37.5N. 
Longitudinal-sections along the scratch direction were also examined to determine the 
subsurface damage for the best performing and the worst performing systems, i.e., HA and 
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LQ, respectively. Top view images were taken to determine the scratch transitions. The 
microscopy images were captured using an Olympus BX60 optical microscope under 
cross-polarized as well as bright field conditions. 
 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed using a Mettler Toledo 
DSC821 from 25°C to 190°C using a heating rate of 5°C/min with nitrogen as the purge 
gas (80mL/min). In order to examine the crystallinity of the skin region, top layers with a 
thickness of about 100 µm were carefully separated from the samples for DSC analysis.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 The processed scanning images of the scratches of the scratched samples are 
shown in Figure 4. Comparing between the gradually cooled and quenched PP systems 
(HA vs. HQ and LA vs. LQ), the resistance to scratch visibility is better for the gradually 
cooled systems. Furthermore, the comparison between the low MW and high MW 
systems (HA vs. LA and HQ vs. LQ) displays a delay in the critical load for scratch 
visibility for the high MW system. These observations are quantitatively reported in 
Figure 5. 
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Figure 4 Scanned images after j-image processing for all four PP systems. 
 
 
 
Figure 5 Critical load values for onset of scratch visibility. 
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The SCOF of the gradually cooled and quenched PP systems are shown and 
compared in Figure 6. It is obvious that in both high and low MW systems, the SCOF for 
the gradually cooled systems is lower than that of the quenched systems, indicating that at 
similar normal loads the tangential load (i.e., frictional force) corresponding to the 
gradually cooled systems is lower compared to the quenched systems. Figure 4 shows the 
SCOFs of the high MW systems in comparison to the low MW systems. It is evident that 
in both quenched and gradually cooled cases, the low MW systems show a higher SCOF 
than the high MW systems.  
It can be seen that the critical load for scratch visibility and SCOF show similar 
trends between systems. The trend suggests that lower SCOF will result in a higher critical 
load for scratch visibility. In Figures 6 and 7, it is also observed that the difference in 
SCOF between the systems decreases at higher loads and eventually the SCOF of all the 
systems become equivalent. Hence, it can be interpreted that beyond a certain normal load, 
which causes a certain scratch depth in the sample, the SCOF becomes independent of the 
skin-core morphology of the samples. This scratch depth (or the critical load) occurs after 
the critical load for scratch visibility in all of the PP systems.  
 19
 
 
Figure 6 SCOF of (a) HA vs. HQ & (b) LA vs. LQ. 
HA 
HQ 
LA 
LQ 
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Figure 7 SCOF of (a) HA vs. LA and (b) HQ vs. LQ. 
 
HA 
LA 
HQ 
LQ 
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The effects of post-processing cooling rates on various mechanical properties of 
semi-crystalline plastics have been investigated in previous studies [26,34-37]. It has been 
shown that variation in cooling rates can result in variations in the skin thickness observed 
in the skin-core morphology of the plastic. This variation will definitely have a major 
influence on the mechanical properties of the samples due to the lower crystallinity of the 
skin region.  Thus, it is expected that the scratch resistance of PP will be greatly altered if 
the surface mechanical properties are changed, as have been observed in this study.  
In order to further substantiate the above claim, attention can be drawn to the 
observed skin-core morphology of the samples in Figure 8. It can be seen that in both 
cases the skin thicknesses for the gradually cooled samples are significantly less than 
those of the quenched samples. Furthermore, a crystallinity comparison between the skin 
layers of the quenched and gradually cooled systems would give a more direct account on 
the enhanced scratch properties of the gradually cooled systems.  The DSC results shown 
in Figure 6 are a good example of such a comparison. It is obvious that the crystallinity of 
the skin layers for the quenched samples are much lower than that of the gradually cooled 
samples. 
 22
 
Figure 8 Optical micrographs of scratch cross-sections illustrating skin-core morphology 
in (a) HA (b) HQ (c) LA and (d) LQ 
 
 
Table 2 Degree of crystallinity for skin region of PP systems. 
Sample Crystallinity % 
HA 46.05% 
HQ 36.31% 
LA 40.16% 
LQ 34.80% 
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The skin layer crystallinity results of the four PP systems are quantitatively 
reported in Table 2. It can be observed that the skin crystallinity of the gradually cooled 
systems are approximately 5-10% higher than that of the quenched systems. Therefore, 
the observed increase in the critical load for scratch visibility of the gradually cooled 
systems compared to the quenched systems can be attributed to this increase in the 
crystallinity of the skin region in which the scratch tip has ploughed through. This increase 
in skin crystallinity will also reduce the frictional force between the scratch head and the 
skin region (Figure 6). 
  The variation in MW has also been shown to have a significant effect on various 
mechanical properties of semi-crystalline polymers [38-44]. The increase in MW has 
shown to be effective on enhancing mechanical properties, such as yield stress, elongation 
at break, and tensile strength of the polymer. However, the increase in MW for a given 
system will also lead to reduced molecular mobility for crystallization. In order to 
compare the skin-core morphology of the high MW and low MW systems, attention can 
be drawn to Figure 8 which illustrates the relative skin thickness of the systems. It is 
apparent that the skin thickness for high MW is higher than that of the low MW for both 
quenched and gradually cooled cases. The higher mobility of the polymer chains for the 
low MW can be a reason causing the decrease in skin thickness as this claim can also be 
supported by its higher melt flow rate (Table 1).  
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Figure 9 DSC plots of the PP systems. 
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Figure 10 OM of Mar/Scratch and Scratch/Severe Damage transitions in (a) HA (b) HQ 
(c) LA and (d) LQ. 
F=38.0N F=36.1N 
F=24.7N F=22.9N
F=27.6N F=29.6N 
F=20.0N F=22.7N 
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Nevertheless, unlike the comparison between different cooling rates, a lower skin 
thickness does not necessarily result in a higher crystallinity. As shown in Fig. 9 and Table 
2, the DSC results show that, at similar cooling rates, the crystallinity in the skin region of 
high MW is higher than low MW systems. However, in this case not only is the skin layer 
affected by the property enhancements due to the crystallinity increase, MW itself has also 
had a major influence on the mechanical properties. The enhancement in mechanical 
properties due to MW increase is likely to improve the PP ductility and strength, which 
have been shown to be critical for improving scratch resistance [8]. Therefore, the delay in 
the critical load for scratch visibility of the high MW systems can be explained by the 
enhanced mechanical properties and the lower frictional force between the scratch tip and 
the skin region, partially because of the increased crystallinity.   
Figure 7 shows the SCOF of the high MW and low MW systems at both cooling 
rates. The observed decrease in SCOF for the high MW systems can also be explained by 
the less scratch tip penetration into the skin region. It can also be observed that after a 
certain scratch depth and normal load, the SCOF is no longer a function of MW and the 
skin-core morphology as the scratch tip has penetrated through a certain scratch depth.  
The scratch damage mechanisms and mar/scratch and scratch/severe damage 
transitions along the scratch direction for all four systems are shown using OM (Figure 10). 
The locations of the transitions and the corresponding normal loads for the transition are 
shown. It can be seen that, independent of the PP systems, the scratch damage feature after 
the scratch/severe damage transition are the same for all systems independent of their 
skin-core morphology. As expected, it is also observed that the trend for the location of the 
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mar/scratch transition for the systems is similar to the trend for their critical loads for 
scratch visibility. 
Furthermore, comparison of the scratch transitions between the systems leads us to 
the conclusion that in the case of high MW and gradually cooled systems, the fish-scale 
pattern is more evident on the scratch path. The main reason behind the more regular 
fish-scale pattern can be the higher ductility of the HA system as compared to the LQ as 
has been shown for PP systems in our previous studies [26-29]. 
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Figure 11 Scratch Hardness measurements for studied systems. 
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To obtain scratch hardness values, HS, the normal loads against projected contact 
area is plotted in Figure 11. The average slope for each of the fit lines represents the 
scratch hardness for that set. The fit curves illustrate a deviation from linearity between 
the applied normal load and the contact area. As demonstrated elsewhere [8-12], the 
scratch hardness of a system is highly dependent on the modulus and elastic recovery of 
the material, types and amount of additives to the system, and the skin layer morphology. 
In this case, due to the similarity in the slopes of Figure 11, it seems that the scratch 
hardness is not noticeably dependent on the cooling rate and MW of PP. The apparent 
nonlinearity of the curves in Fig. 11 clearly indicate that HS is not a constant for the PP 
systems.  In other words, the HS values varies with the applied load, and hence the scratch 
depth. The nonlinearity of the curves can possibly be explained by the scratch tip 
geometric effect and the variation of mechanical properties of the skin-core morphology. 
In this case, due to the relative decrease in the scratch hardness under progressive loading, 
it seems the geometric effect plays more of a dominant role. Therefore, scratch hardness is 
not a useful parameter to characterize scratch resistance unless a fixed load is assigned for 
the measurement.  Also, since scratch visibility is more relevant to the scratch-induced 
surface damage feature generated, HS would not be able to physically correlate with 
scratch visibility [14]. Only when the surface damage mechanisms are the same among the 
systems to be compared will the HS be useful for ranking scratch resistance against 
visibility.  
In order to investigate the subsurface damage caused by the scratch, longitudinal 
sections along the scratch direction have been examined for the two extreme cases in 
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Figure 12. It can be observed that in both cases the mar/scratch and scratch/severe damage 
transitions are evident by the similar types of subsurface damage caused by the normal and 
frictional force acting upon that region of the material. However, the damage pattern is 
more evident and severe for HA when compared with LQ. This fact is due to the higher 
normal load at which HA reaches the transitions. In other words, for LQ the critical load 
for scratch visibility and thus the mar/scratch transition occurs at a normal load of 
F=18.5N; while this transition in the case of HA occurs at F=35.1N, which is almost twice 
the normal load accrued than the previous case.  
Furthermore, the longitudinal section along the scratch direction of the scratched 
samples can also illustrate that the type of damage and fracture mechanisms caused by the 
scratch tip. The apparent microcracking observed is evident at the edge of each fish-scale 
which is due to the combined tensile drawing, followed by compressive ironing of the PP 
on the surface. For clarity, a schematic showing how a fish-scale pattern during scratch is 
formed is shown in Fig. 13.  
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Figure 12 Subsurface damage observed along scratch direction for (a) HA and (b) LQ 
systems. 
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Understanding the fundamental scratch behavior discussed above using a model 
PP is essential.  In the case of industrially relevant TPO systems, which contain rubber, 
fillers, and other additives, it is uncertain whether or not the fundamental knowledge 
gained above can be applied to a typical commercial TPO system.  To illustrate the 
relevance of the above fundamental study with a complex commercial TPO system, a 
typical TPO system was molded at 26.7 °C (80°F), 37.7 °C (100°F) and 48.9 °C (120°F) to 
study if indeed mold temperatures, which affects the cooling rate of TPO, can greatly 
affect the scratch behavior of TPO.  Figure 14 shows the scanned images (,3200 dpi 
resolution) of the scratch surfaces.  Figure 15 shows the corresponding values of critical 
load of onset of scratch visibility for the three TPO specimens.   
 
Figure 13 A schematic of fish-scale pattern formation 
 
From the above results, it is readily observed that the TPO exhibits an increase in 
scratch resistance as the mold wall temperature is increased.  This is analogous to the trend 
seen in the behavior of the model PP systems.  When the TPO is quenched, or when the 
mold wall is held at a low temperature, there is a large temperature gradient between the 
polymer and the mold wall, resulting in rapid cooling.  The converse is true for the case of 
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slowly cooled PP (or holding the mold wall at a higher temperature in the 
injection-molded case).  It is noted that attempts were made to investigate the skin-core 
morphology of the TPO system using OM and DSC.  However, the presence of the talc 
filler and EPR tended to convolute the results so that the skin-core morphology could not 
be clearly discerned.    
The above findings on TPO are in excellent agreement with the model PP systems 
observed.  In other words, a slowly cooled PP or TPO will give rise to greatly improved 
scratch resistance against visibility.  The present study also clearly demonstrates the 
importance and relevance of a model PP system study to reveal conclusive information for 
establishing structure-property relationship between TPO morphology and its scratch 
behavior.  The implication of the current study signifies that polymer products with 
improved scratch resistance can be made simply by slight alteration of the processing 
conditions, whether by post-processing methods (slow cooling/quenching) or by changing 
the temperature of the mold wall. This fact will surely be attractive to industries where 
scratch resistance is of utmost importance. 
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Figure 14 Scanned images of scratched surfaces of an injection-molded TPO specimen 
subject to different processing conditions. 
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Figure 15 Critical load for the onset of scratch visibility for an injection-molded TPO 
specimen subject to different processing conditions. 
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CONCLUSION  
 Mold temperatures and cooling rates can profoundly affect the mechanical 
properties of semi-crystalline polymers through the so-called skin-core morphology 
caused by the heat insulating nature of these materials. In this study, two extreme cooling 
rates were performed on PP thin sheets to investigated how the processing conditions can 
affect scratch behavior. The effect of molecular weight has also been investigated and 
shown to have significant effect on scratch behavior. The resulting critical load for scratch 
visibility, SCOF, and scratch hardness of the systems were utilized to evaluate scratch 
performance of PP and TPO.  The present study indicates that scratch resistance of both 
PP and TPOs can be easily improved by controlling their MW and cooling rate during 
molding.   
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CHAPTER III  
SCRATCH BEHAVIOR OF EPOXY BASED NANOCOMPOSITES: 
EFFECTS OF ADDITIVES OF VARIOUS NATURES 
 
 
 The effects of nano-additives on the scratch properties of epoxy(DER-332) have 
been examined. Scratch parameters such as critical load for onset of macro-crack 
formation, scratch coefficient of friction were utilized in this study while optical and 
electron microscopy was used to determine failure and fracture patterns caused by the 
scratch. The findings of this study suggest that the introduction of a nanoparticle or 
nanoplatelet does not necessarily enhance the scratch resistance of this thermoset polymer. 
Furthermore, based on the high degree of exfoliation for the nano-additives in the matrix 
which is evidence of high degrees of nano-dispersion, this factor has actually decreased 
the materials relative resistance to scratch and therefore in this case the nanocomposites 
show deteriorated scratch performance compared to the neat system.   
 
INTRODUCTION 
 In the past few decades, due to the recognition of the significance and importance 
of faces, surfaces, and interfacial boundaries, the study of surfaces and interfaces has 
drawn significant amounts of attention from industrial and academic viewpoints which 
can accommodating for various applications and purposes such as friction reduction, 
microscopy techniques, and etc.[45-47]. Tribology, the science and technology of friction, 
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lubrication, and wear was developed in the 1960s, and with aesthetic and appearance 
gaining more emphasis from a consumer standpoint, various industries have gained more 
interest on the issue of developing a test methodology to evaluate tribological properties 
and finally use this method to determine how various materials will perform in different 
applications, and better select the material of choice based on a combination of properties, 
durability, price, availability, asthetics, and etc.[48].  
One of the most essential tribological areas of interest for study and research in the 
past years has been the scratch deformation and process. The scratch resistance of a 
material had previously been defined as the ability of the material to withstand abrasion 
with another body [16,17]. Scratch behaviors of metallic and ceramic materials have been 
widely explored since the 1950’s [6,7].  However, fundamental scratch behavior of 
polymeric materials has not been the focus of significant research until about a few years 
ago [8-15]. Previously, attempts to systematically quantify the scratch resistance of 
polymers have been problematic due to the lack of a general test standard and a set of 
appropriate evaluation tools. Most recently, Sue et al. have developed a new standard test 
methodology, ASTM D7027-05, for evaluating scratch resistance of polymers and 
coatings [18,19]. The standard methodology consists of a linear load increase test and a set 
of well-defined scratch evaluation parameters, such as scratch visibility, depth, width, and 
coefficient of friction. Using this methodology, consistent and highly repeatable results 
have been attained which has been shown in previous studies [4,8,10-14] 
Through the detailed examination of the scratch behavior of various polymers, it 
has been shown that the scratch behavior and response of polymers depends on numerous 
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parameters [18], such as scratch loading and speeds [20-22], coefficients of friction 
[8,20-22], geometry and number of scratch tips utilized [8,20-22], and types and amounts 
of fillers and additives incorporated [20-22].  In addition, material properties will also 
definitely have an impact on the scratch behavior of plastics. In our previous studies, 
rudimentary investigations and discussions have been made on how elastic modulus, yield 
stress, tensile strength, coefficients of friction, and viscoelastic recovery affect scratch 
behavior of polymers [8, 13, 25]. In order to make an effort to correlate these factors to the 
scratch behavior of a polymer in a fundamental way, more systematic experimental 
studies and thorough investigations are still needed. 
Recently, material science and engineering has evolved in such a fashion to result 
in the introduction of multi-phased materials which can even be mixed on a minimal 
length scale (nano-), which is even comparable to the size of the molecules. These 
nano-dispersed and nano-mixed materials are the so called newly borne 
“nanocomposites”, which have been an area of significant industrial and academic interest 
in the recent years. However, fundamental structure-property relationships in a large 
portion of polymer nanocomposites are still lacking [49].The effectiveness of nanofillers 
on improving physical and mechanical properties of polymer nanocomposites strongly 
depends on a number of factors including size, shape, aspect ratio, strength, loading level, 
degree of exfoliation, and their interfacial adhesion in the polymer matrix [50].  
 Ever since the successful development of nylon/clay nanocomposites that showed 
great improvements in physical and mechanical properties with only a small amount of 
clay introduced into the polymer matrix [51-53] in the late 1980s, the pursuits for high 
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performance polymer nanocomposites have swamped both the scientific community and 
the industry in the past two decades. Numerous research efforts in this field have been 
focused on the incorporation of nanoplatelet fillers to greatly enhance their physical, 
mechanical, and chemical properties in various polymer matrices, including epoxy [54, 
55], polypropylene [56-58], polyethylene [59], polyimide [60,61], polystyrene [62-64], 
poly(methyl methacrylate) [65], etc. Most results have revealed great improvements of 
polymer properties by a small addition of nanoplatelets (<5 wt%). Important factors that 
can affect the physical and mechanical properties of nanoplatelet-reinforced polymer 
nanocomposites include nanoplatelets type [66-70], intercalating agents [71-74], filler 
loading levels [75-77], and processing [78,79]. In particular, significant efforts have 
emphasized on achieving maximum level of exfoliation of nanoplatelets in polymer 
matrices. BP Polymer nanocomposites containing well-dispersed inorganic nanoplatelets, 
which have at least one dimension in the nanometer range, have been extensively studied 
[51-61]. To find out how the nanoplatelet dispersion and various other factors influence 
the properties of polymer nanocomposites, significant research efforts have been carried 
out in recent years [74-79]. 
 However, due to the fact that both scratch behavior and nanocomposite studies are 
both relatively new areas of research and therefore have not yet been thoroughly 
investigated, scratch performance studies of polymer nanocomposites are a field of 
research that require great amounts of attention in order to relieve any ambiguities.  
 Therefore the need to further investigate how the introduction of nanoparticles can 
affect the materials response to a complex stress field such as a scratch deformation, can 
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be fully sensed. In this study, investigations were based upon three previously analyzed 
epoxy systems that have been discussed in other previous studies [50, 80, 81]. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Materials 
Flat panels of neat epoxy and CSR or α-ZrP nanocomposites epoxy were prepared 
via mold casting. The composition of each system is shown in Table 3.  
Preformed CSR particles were used in this study as received from Kaneka 
Corporation. The diameter for the butadiene rubber core of these CSR particles falls in the 
80-90 nm size range, while being covered by a styrene/methyl methacrylate/ acrylonitrile/ 
glycidylmethacrylate shell acting as a compatibilizer layer which is approximately 10-20 
nm in thickness [82, 83].  
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Table 3 Composition of epoxy systems 
System *Materials % nano-additive 
EP **DER 332 (neat) None 
ZP DER 332 + α-ZrP 2 vol% 
CSR DER 332 + CSR 3 wt% 
 
*All materials were cured via DDS (4,4'-diamino-diphenyl sulfone) 
** D.E.R.TM332, diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-A (DGEBA) 
 
 
The α-ZrP was synthesized by refluxing zirconyl chloride octahydrate 
(ZrOCl2⋅8H2O, 98%, Aldrich) in 3 M phosphoric acid for 24 hrs. Detailed chemistry and 
procedures for the synthesis of α-ZrP can be found elsewhere [84]. A commercial 
monoamine, polyoxyalkyleneamine (Jeffamine® M600, Huntsman Chemical), was used as 
an intercalating agent for α-ZrP.  The epoxy matrix is composed of diglycidyl ether of 
bisphenol-A (DGEBA) epoxy resin (D.E.R.™ 332 epoxy resin, The Dow Chemical 
Company), with an epoxy equivalent weight of 171-175 g/mol, and the curing agent, 
4,4'-diamino-diphenyl sulfone (DDS, Aldrich).  
All the chemicals, except the epoxy resin which was dried in a vacuum oven for 24 
hrs prior to curing, were used as received.  
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Heat Treatment (Drying) 
In order to minimize moisture effects, all panels were dried in a Napco E5851 
vacuum oven at 70°C for 8 hrs post-curing. Afterwards the samples were kept in a 
dessicator and exposed to standard relative humidity and temperature conditions 24 hrs 
prior to testing.   
 
Scratch Testing 
A recently developed standardized test method, ASTM D7027-05, was used for 
the scratch testing of the samples. A constant scratch speed of 10 mm/s with a load range 
of 1-90 N was used for a scratch length of 100mm to enhance resolution for observing the 
critical loads for onset of macro-crack formation. The tests were performed at room 
temperature using a stainless steel spherical shaped scratch tip with 1 mm in diameter. The 
scratch directions for the testing were all oriented in the same direction to prevent 
variation in scratch damage due to possible anisotropies. A minimum of 5 tests were 
performed per sample. 
 
Scratch Damage Quantification 
After the scratch tests were performed, the samples were examined using an BX60 
optical microscope under bright field conditions in order to determine the onset of 
macro-crack formation. After measuring the distance of this onset point (x) from the initial 
point, the critical load for scratch visibility can be calculated by a simple interpolation of 
the two end loads: 
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where FC, Fi, Fe, and L are the critical load, initial load, end load, and scratch length, 
respectively. 
 
Scratch Coefficient of Friction  
The scratch coefficient of friction (SCOF) is defined as the ratio of the tangential 
force to the normal force at each loading point. The scratch testing instrument utilized in 
this study is capable of in-situ determining the actual normal and tangential force at each 
point of the scratch which results in SCOF: 
x
z
F
FSCOF =    (2) 
 
Optical Microscopy Observation of Scratch Damage 
In order to observe the differences in the scratch damage of the different systems 
and better evaluate the materials response to the scratch OM and SEM was performed. 
Top view OM and SEM images of the scratch path were taken to determine the 
macro-crack formation and mar transitions. Longitudinal sections of the scratch groove 
along the scratch direction were examined to determine and compare the subsurface 
damage caused by the scratch process. The OM images were captured using an Olympus 
BX60 optical microscope under cross-polarized as well as bright field conditions. 
Scanning Electron Microscopy was performed on a JEOL-JSM 6400 system, operated at 
15 kV.  
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Surface Roughness Measurements (Profilometry) 
In order to investigate surface roughness along the scratch path at the mar transition, a 
Dektak 3 Stylus Profilometer (Veeco Metrology, Inc.) was utilized to measure the vertical 
profiles of the scratch in all three samples.  The radius of the diamond conical stylus used 
was 12.5 µm and the normal force applied to the stylus was the factory-set value of 50 
milligrams. The analog signal generated from the vertical fluctuations of the diamond 
stylus is converted into a digital signal which ranges in height from 10 to 65,000 nm. The 
horizontal resolution is controlled by the scan speed and scan length used during 
measurements.   
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
It has previously been shown that when scratch testing brittle or semi-brittle 
polymeric materials, in an attempt to quantify the materials resistance to scratch 
deformation, the onset of crack formation is of significant importance. This fact is mainly 
due to the drastic alteration of surface roughness and initiation of material discontinuity at 
this transition which both contribute to light scattering effects causing this transition to be 
observed as the onset of scratch visibility. The onset of macro-crack formation and the 
corresponding normal loads at this point in the two nanocomposite systems (ZRP and 
CSR) has been shown in Figure 16, while the neat system did not show any signs of 
macro-crack formation up to a normal load equivalent to 90N. A qualitative comparison of 
the average values of these critical loads can be seen in Figure 17. It can be observed that 
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the addition of these nanoparticles leads to a reduction in the critical normal load at this 
transition, independent of the additive’s nature.  
 
Figure 16 Optical micrographs of onset of macro-crack formation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17 Critical normal load values for onset of damage  
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The SCOF cuves of the three systems are shown as a function of distance from the 
start point of the scratch in Figure 18. It can be seen that the SCOF of ZRP is noticeably 
higher than CSR and NE which is an indicator of higher tangential loads caused by the 
scratch tip during the scratch process due to frictional forces which itself can facilitate the 
formation of macro-cracks. In Figure 19, tangential loads of the systems are shown as a 
function of the distance along the scratch. This also emphasizes on the higher tangential 
load for ZRP at the same normal loads while indicating lower observed tangential loads 
for NE compared to CSR at normal loads higher than 50N. Due to the fracture 
mechanisms observed in brittle and semi-brittle materials subjected to scratch conditions 
[Xiang], the shear force is of significant importance in the formation of macro-cracks.  
Figure 18 SCOF comparison of three systems 
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Figure 19 Tangential load values along the scratch path 
 
 
Optical micrographs of the scratch valley’s longitudinal sections along the scratch 
path for CSR and ZRP systems at the macro-crack formation transition under cross 
polarized light have been shown in Figure 20. The comparison of the bright appearing 
zones characterized by the birefringence caused by relative orientations due to plastic 
deformation suggest that ZRP and CSR both undergo subsurface plastic deformation, 
while only the CSR system experiences considerable amounts of plastic deformation in 
parts of the scratch groove located above the center line of the valley which all 
macro-cracks are initiated from. It can be observed that the depth of the subsurface plastic 
zone for CSR is slightly larger than that of ZRP, while based on relative normal loads and 
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modulus comparisons of the two systems higher variations are expected. This matter can 
be explained by the stress state which these materials are subjected to during the scratch 
process. The stress state beneath the scratch surface will be highly dependent on a 
combination of shear and compressive stresses with minimal tensile effects, while the 
shear stress induced on the subsurface will lose significance at higher depths in this 
region. Furthermore, after the transition point the frequency of macro-crack occurrence in 
ZRP is observed to be higher than CSR, which can be attributed to the fact that this system 
shows more brittle characteristics and lower fracture toughness which is listed in Table 4. 
Furthermore, the large plastic deformation in the scratch valley for the CSR system can be 
related to the more ductile nature of this system and the higher corresponding normal 
loads induced at this transition.  
 
Table 4 Glass transition temperature and mechanical properties of systems 
 Neat Epoxy Epoxy/CSR Epoxy/α-ZrP 
Tensile Modulus 
(GPa) 
2.90 ± 0.05 2.56 ± 0.06 3.72 ± 0.21 
KIc (MPa*m1/2) 0.72 ± 0.02 0.92 ± 0.08 0.79 ± 0.04 
Elongation at break 
(%) 
4.1 ± 0.4 6.5 ± 0.5 3.9 ± 0.3 
Tg (°C) 215 129 150 
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Optical micrographs of the scratch area subsequent to the macro-crack formation 
transition for CSR and ZrP have been shown in Figure 21. It can be observed that besides 
the main bow shaped macro-cracks that have previously been discussed, secondary cracks 
parallel to the scratch direction have been formed which appear to be at higher depths 
compared to the original ones, penetrating into the subsurface region. These secondary 
cracks are an indicator of the complexities in the stress field generated during the scratch 
process causing multiple fracture mechanisms. 
 
 
Figure 20 Longitudinal cross-sections of scratch valley at the onset for macro-crack 
formation 
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Figure 21 Evidence of secondary crack formation shown by optical microscopy 
 
 
In Figures 22 and 23, SEM micrographs of the ZRP and CSR scratch zones at the 
noted corresponding loads have been shown. Comparison of the images shown in 7a and 
8a indicate that the surface crack occurrence density is higher in ZRP, which itself is a 
support to the previously mentioned fact, regarding the subsurface region initiating from 
the more brittle nature of ZRP. Furthermore, comparing Figures 22b and 23b, it is noticed 
that at higher magnifications the brittle natured fracture for ZRP is completely evident at 
this scale characterized by the shattering-like effect with sharp boundaries while the 
fracture induced on CSR shows some plastic tearing-like features with areas of the scratch 
which appear to have experienced relatively large plastic deformation before fracture. 
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Figure 22 SEM images of CSR 
 
 
               
 
Figure 23 SEM images of ZRP 
 
 
Another area of interest created during the scratch process is the mar damage and 
the related transition. This transition is characterized by the variation of the material’s 
gloss, which can also be detected visually due to variation in the materials surface 
(b) (a) 
(b) (a) 
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roughness at this point. From a mechanical point of view, in this case mar can be 
recognized as the region from which the scratch tip interacts with the material to flatten 
the mar area and have a so called ironing effect due to plastic and permanent deformation 
caused in the material, while regions prior to this only undergo linear and non-linear 
elastic deformations which appear to be fully recovered after the removal of the stress. 
Figure 24 illustrates optical micrographs of the mar transition where the corresponding 
normal loads for the systems have been noted. SEM micrographs of this transition have 
been shown in Figure 25 for further assessment. 
 Figure 24 Optical micrographs of mar transition 
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 Figure 25 SEM images of various observations in mar region 
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In order to further evaluate the mar transition in the three systems, surface 
roughness profiles from cross sections of the scratch perpendicular to the scratch direction, 
before and after this transition have been shown in Figure 26. It can be noticed that in all 
three cases, the relative surface roughness characterized by the density of peaks observed 
decreases after the mar transition. Attention can be drawn to Figure 27 which illustrates 
the longitudinal surface roughness profiles along the scratch path before and after the mar 
transition for the ZRP and CSR systems. The decrease in surface roughness after the mar 
transition can be noticed in this case as well. 
 
 
 
 Figure 26(a) Surface roughness profiles before and after mar transition for NE 
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Figure 26 continued (b) Surface roughness profiles before and after mar transition for ZRP 
 
 
 
Figure 26 continued (c) Surface roughness profiles before and after mar transition for CSR 
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Figure 27 Surface roughness profiles in the longitudinal direction for (a) CSR and (b) ZRP 
 
CONCLUSION 
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formation and hence scratch visibility decreases. Therefore the observed resistance to 
scratch deformation for the mentioned multi-phased material decreases compared to a neat 
system of the same material. 
 Furthermore, in this study various crack formations prior to the macro-crack 
formation transition were observed and a certain emphasis can be put on the importance of 
compatibility between the scratch deformation length-scale and the scale which is used to 
investigate the effects of this deformation and fracture mechanisms.  
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 
 
 This current research effort was intended to achieve better understanding on the 
complex relationship between various material properties (e.g. physical, mechanical, 
thermo-mechanical, etc.) and the behavior which the material demonstrates during a 
scratch process. In order to examine both ductile and brittle cases and compare the 
responses and failure mechanisms which each of these material categories exhibit, two 
different studies on PP and epoxy were performed. During the evaluation of various 
scratch parameters for the studied systems, based on the validity of each parameter to 
confirm the cause of the scratch deformation and the capability to explain the differences 
in the scratch patterns it can be concluded that some parameters may loose significance in 
certain applications e.g. scratch hardness was shown to be nearly constant in all cases of 
the PP study.  
 Based on the PP study the effects of material properties and structural morphology 
on the scratch behavior of these materials have been explained. The results of the epoxy 
nanocomposite study illustrates the possible and mainly unknown short-comings that fully 
exfoliated nanocomposites can show when subjected to complex mechanisms such as the 
induced stress field related to a scratch deformation. Although fully exfoliated 
nanocomposites are known to display significantly enhanced performance in some aspects, 
these multi-phased materials may also exhibit some inferior qualities and properties 
especially under exposed complexities. 
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 Furthermore, based on the comparison of fracture and failure mechanisms 
observed in the PP and epoxy studies, conclusions are made based upon scratch patterns 
formed in the materials surface and its’ correlation with the ductile or brittle nature of the 
material.  
 Finally, suggestions are given for further studies attempting to fully understand 
scratch behavior of polymers and predict the scratch resistance of polymers simply based 
upon its’ material properties. Although recently a great deal of attention has been drawn to 
scratch research, in order to gain fundamental knowledge on a material’s response to 
scratch and correlate this to a set of defined material properties significant experimental 
and analytical efforts are needed in future works.  
 
CONCLUSIONS ON PP STUDY 
 Ductile and semi-ductile materials such as PP exhibit formation of a fish scale type 
pattern above certain normal loads applied in the scratch process which is known to result 
in scratch visibility. This fish scale pattern is formed due to the ductile nature of the 
material deformed by the scratch tip resulting in permanent plastic deformations. 
Increases in molecular weight of thermoplastic polymers are known to enhance some 
mechanical properties which as discussed in Chapter II lead to improved scratch 
performance. Another factor that can have a major influence on the material properties of 
semi-crystalline polymers such as PP is the degree of crystallinity. Based on the findings 
of this study it was shown that crystallinity increases can also result in enhanced scratch 
resistance which can mainly be attributed to the decrease in frictional forces resulting in 
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lower observed SCOF and therefore tangential forces. 
 
CONCLUSIONS ON EPOXY STUDY 
 Dispersion of two components of a composite material is normally sought to the 
highest extent due to the increasing interfacial area between the two phases which can 
enhance desired properties. However, full dispersion of the separate phases of polymeric 
materials has always been challenging. Even more challenging is acquiring high degrees 
of exfoliation for polymer nanocomposites which is known to dramatically improve some 
of their properties. However, in this study it was shown that fully exfoliated 
nanocomposites do not necessarily exhibit improved scratch resistance compared to the 
neat system, regardless of the nano-additives nature (brittle or ductile).  
 The exhibited failure and fracture patterns in the epoxy based systems during the 
scratch process indicate high levels of complexity in the scratch stress field causing 
various toughening and failure mechanisms to coincide that have been explained in 
Chapter III. However, the main observed fracture pattern is the bow shaped macro-cracks 
which are formed due to the combined compressive and shear stress which has been 
explained elsewhere [12]. 
 Based on the findings of this study, the mar region can be described as a relative 
decrease in surface roughness which occurs when the scratch stress field surpasses the 
requirements of the material to exhibit non-linear elastic behavior or to locally deform. 
This decrease in surface roughness is the main cause for the alteration of material gloss at 
the mar transition. Furthermore, evaluation of the mar region at higher magnifications 
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uncovers micro-crack formation in this region. Therefore, the length-scale which mar and 
scratch evaluations are based upon can be misleading and the utilized evaluation length 
scale should be in the same range as the type of scratch deformation whether macro, micro, 
or nano-scale. 
 
CONCLUSIONS ON FAILURE AND MATERIAL NATURE 
 The observed failure mechanisms which polymeric materials exhibit when 
subjected to scratch can depend on various factors. One of the most important of these 
factors is the physical and mechanical nature of the material, which itself can determine 
whether the surface damage will exhibit cracking, material removal, tearing, ductile 
drawing or etc. or even a combination of more than one feature. Therefore, when 
examining polymeric systems which do not exactly fall into either categories of ductile or 
brittle at testing temperatures, caution should be carried out especially while examining 
the damage type and extent and scale of occurrence. 
 
CONCLUSIONS ON EFFECTIVE PARAMETERS  
 Although scratch hardness was previously considered as one of the most reliable 
and differentiating scratch evaluation parameters in scratch research, this parameter has 
shown to be incapable of differentiating between systems which show similar mechanical 
behavior. However, SCOF and critical loads for onset of mar and visibility have been 
shown to be effective in all encountered cases while scratch hardness is not recommended 
in order to evaluate systems within the same range of mechanical properties 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
 Based on previous and current studies and their findings, in order to fully 
understand the scratch behavior of a polymer and possibly introduce material scratch 
properties which can effectively predict the behavior and response of the polymer under 
scratching conditions, significant efforts are still needed in this area. On the other hand, 
based on the findings of macro-scratch evaluations, examination of micro and nano-scaled 
scratch followed by the comparison of scratch behavior and damage on three various 
scales fundamental conclusions can be made. 
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